
Installing software

Traditionally, you walk into a store and purchase your software which comes in the form of
a disk.You take that disk and insert it in your computer and run a file (usually setup.exe) to
install the software.

When it comes to installing software on your Linux system, you have more safe options
available to you.

Generally, you don’t have to purchase commercial software for your Linux system as most
software is protected by a license called the GPL. They GPL stipulates that the software
may not be restricted from distribution anyway. So immediately you can’t sell software
which has the GPL license applied (because you would be restricting it to those who pay for
it).

Acquiring software by disk is also a cumbersome process. You’ll have to drive to a store and
the store has to keep multiple versions of the software.

Many Linux vendors keep their software online which makes it much easier to acquire it
initially as well as the updates. This collection of software which is made available online is
called a repository. Repositories are mainly FTP or HTTP sites but they don’t have to be!

Your Linux system from Enterprise Linux Professionals is already configured with a
repositories from vendors like Scientific Linux and EPEL (Extra Packages for Enterprise
Linux). So you already have access to this ‘store’. That’s right, a repository is like an App
Store.

Let’s open a terminal

!!! TIP !!!

To open a terminal, configure a keyboard shortcut or use this technique:

Hit ALT + F2 and type gnome-terminal
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Above we used the yum repolist command to display the repositories which we’re
connected to. Whenever software is installed or updated it comes from these repositories.

To install software at this stage we will use a tool called PackageKit which is accessible
from
SYSTEM > ADMINISTRATION > ADD/REMOVE SOFTWARE
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The program is rather simple to use and is divided into different selection options:

All packages - This shows all the software packages which are available for you to install
including what is currently installed.

Package collections - This shows software package groups which are groupings of
individual related software packages.

Newest packages - This shows software packages which were recently added to your
repositories.

Selected packages - This shows software packages which you’ve previously selected to
be installed, removed or updated  but haven’t finalized any transactions.

To install a sofware package called nmap, type its name in the Find dialog box on the top
left.
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As you can see above, 2 packages matched the term nmap and neither of them are
currently installed. The software package descriptions appear at the top with the actual
name of the software below.

To install software, simple put a tick in the square box to the left. If the software already
had a tick in the box, it was already installed so to uninstall it, remove the tick from the box.

Updating your software is another important process in the lifecycle of software
management. Software updates are important as they often fix bugs and address ever
evolving security concerns .

To perform an update select SYSTEM > ADMINISTRATION > SYSTEM UPDATE
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As you can see, there are 4 updates available and should I want to install them, I click Install
Updates in the bottom right corner.

Activities

1. Install a software package group called development
2. Remove the software package called emacs
3. Make sure that you have the latest kernel installed
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